
 
 

PRSA Chicago October Career Contributions Winner 
 
Camden Robertson, Manager, Golin, (@CamdenRobertson) 
Camden Robertson is a manager in Golin’s corporate practice. As a Catalyst, 
Camden is responsible for day-to-day account management for several 
clients, including Humana, TransUnion and Discover Financial Services. 
Constantly engaged in current events, news and trends, Camden is dedicated 
to keeping clients relevant in today’s rapidly evolving media landscape. His 
experience includes traditional media relations, digital strategy and event 
management. 

Before joining Golin, Camden was an account executive at Porter Novelli. Through various roles, he gained 
broad experience in corporate and consumer marketing communications. Clients included Johnson & 
Johnson, McDonald’s and Brooklyn Brewery. 

Camden is an auxiliary board member of Midtown Education Foundation, an organization that guides low-
income urban youth in Chicago along pathways of success. Camden graduated from DePaul University, 
where he studied Public Relations and Political Science.  
 

The Chicago Agency Landscape: Annual Agency Leaders Roundtable 
 

In October, dozens of leaders and professionals in our business gathered at Loyola University for the fifth 
annual Agency Leader Breakfast Roundtable. Managing directors and leadership from most Chicago firms 
were in attendance to share their experiences, discuss trends and answer questions in a roundtable format.  

The agency leaders rotated to different tables throughout the room in a “speed dating” style, spending 
about ten with each group. My table included a variety of public relations professionals, including a young 
pro at Ketchum, a practice leader at Edelman, a freelancer and a representative from PRNewswire.  Five 
agency leaders visited our table, responding to each of our questions and discussing the agency business in 
their own unique way. Here are four takeaways from the program: 

1. Smaller shops or agencies with a smaller Chicago office provide full-service communications 
capabilities. Tina-Marie Adams, Chicago managing director of APCO Worldwide, responded to my 
question of, “isn’t APCO a public affairs firm?” by explaining a recent consumer marketing case study 
and describing the first-to-market social and digital monitoring capabilities APCO introduced several 
years ago. Todd Hansen of O’Malley Hansen added by touting his firm’s impressive consumer work, and 
that they have strategically remained a small shop to provide intimate client relationships. 

2. Agency acquisitions remain a key growth opportunity in Chicago. Finn Partners managing director, 
Dan Pooley, described the exponential growth in the market, driven by acquiring smaller firms in the 
city. The acquisitions broaden client roasters and introduced new capabilities for the firm to compete 
against larger agencies in Chicago. 

3. Chicago has an appetite for specialty firms. Flowers Communications Group has led the market’s 
multicultural segment for years. Christina Steed, an executive vice president at Flowers, described a 
notable client roster that includes AT&T, Red Bull and McDonalds. She encouraged the young 
professional at our table to explore specialty groups within her firm given the growth in the category. 

4. Innovation is crucial in the crowded Chicago market. Kevin Cook, chief operating officer of Edelman 
Chicago, told of Richard Edelman’s constant desire to innovate and evolve. Although Edelman remains 
much larger than other agencies in Chicago, it is always finding ways to grow. It recently opened a 
Detroit office to leverage the Midwest market further. The company also added an innovation and 
Earned Brand study to its intellectual property, which already includes the highly-respected annual 
Trust Barometer. 

https://twitter.com/CamdenRobertson

